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MCH W350E
TRANSPORTER WITH

ELECTRIC MOTOR 350 Kg

        

   

Product price:  

3.865,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

MCH W350E TRANSPORTER WITH ELECTRIC MOTOR 350 Kg 

MCH W350E is an electric motor transporter equipped with an openable body and manual
tipping, with a maximum load capacity of 350Kg.

The MCH W350E conveyor is equipped with 4 inflatable wheels, can adapt to uneven terrain and
the 2 rear wheels facilitate maneuvering in tight spaces. Durable, its use is focused on ease and
comfort for the user.

The MCH W350E is maneuverable and starts up very quickly. The construction model features a
deep tipping body, perfect for transporting bricks, sand, cement.

Siltier than thermal models and more environmentally friendly because it avoids direct pollutant
emissions. Its electric motor requires very little maintenance. Its lithium-ion battery gives it an
average runtime of 10 hours on a full charge and an extremely short recharge time of 4.5 hours.

MCH W350E features two LED headlights to increase your safety and allow you to better
appreciate the terrain and its obstacles. It also features a USB port and a phone holder on which
you can connect your accessories or smartphone.

These electric motors offer excellent performance with unsurpassed durability and robustness,
making the most of its positives:

- No smoke or particulate emissions.
- Easy maintenance
- Easy start
- Reduced noise pollution.
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TECHNICAL FEATURESMCH W350E

Motor: MCH CC Servomotor
Mechanical Power: 0.82 Hp
Power: 0.6 KW
Start Type: Soft Start & Stop
Battery Type: Lithium
Voltage: 48 Vdc
Current: 60 Ah
Total Charging Time: 4.5 hours
Autonomy: 6 to 10 hours
Transmission: Mechanical Differential
Number of Gears: 1+1
Steering: Autonomous with Differential
Safety Systems: Lever-operated with roller
Body Size: 115x38,6x80/56 cm
Tilting: Manual
Maximum slope allowed: 30%
Load capacity in flat: 350 kg
Load capacity in slope: 150 kg
Front wheels size: 16X6,5X8"
Rear wheels size: 13X5X6"
Width: 1550 mm
Depth: 860 mm
Height: 1010 mm
Net weight: 160 kg

Looking for a product with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full range of
MCH conveyors or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: NO
Engine: MCH CC Servomotor
Power (KW): 0.6
Transmission: Mechanical Differential
Mechanical power (hp): 0.82
Running time (h): 6-10
Length (mm): 1550
Width (mm): 860
Height (mm): 1010
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Dry weight (Kg): 160
Speeds: 1+1
Capacità di carico in piano (Kg): 350
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